
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fun with Alex and Corn Farming 
 

Part 2 
 

(Middle of August/Late August) 
 
 

A Day with Uncle FunBuck 
 

Pilot Season Episode 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Outing 
 
This script picks up where we are leaving Uncle FunBucks house on our way to the 
farm.  We arrive at the big farm house and again we follow Farmer Jim and  Farmer 
Seth in their white truck to the office.  This time, when we make the turn towards 
the creek, the white truck goes through the creek with ease, and we see Farmer Jim 
and Farmer Seth stop this time.  Then we see Tank, a little bit nervous again, stop at 
the creek edge, but this time he inches in all by himself without any words from 
Buck.  He goes in slow, and he doesn’t stop, but he keeps on going, ever so slow, until 
all 4 wheels are in, and he keeps on going, very slow like, until we reach the other 
side.  Buck says “nice work Tank” and we see Farmer Jim and Farmer Seth pull away 
with us following.  

  
 
When we arrive at the office,  Farmer Jim and Farmer Seth get out of their truck and 
come over and chat about corn with Alex and Buck.  Farmer Jim says “Hey Alex, did 
you notice anything different about the corn when you were driving here?”  and Alex 
says “yes.  It’s taller!”  And Farmer Jim says “that’s right.  It’s a lot taller, and there is 
a bunch of stuff that we did while you were away to help the corn grow so tall.  Why 
don’t we look at Tank’s monitor and I can show you what a farmer does after you 
plant the corn seed.  Hey Tank, can you stick your monitor out here?”  And Tank’s 
monitor sticks out for us to see. 

 



 

 
Then the video starts.  The video will be a montage of clips we have shot already and 
some that we will shoot in the near future.  Farmer Jim will begin to describe how 
corn grows.  We will show what the corn looks like after 9 days, and we will show 
the clips we shot with Farmer Jim, Alex and I up close with the corn at 9 days.  Then 
Farmer Jim says “about 14 days after planting, the corn will have 5 leaves, and when 
all the corn has at least 5 leaves, it is time to fertilize, and we call this Blue Jetting.  It 
is a special fertilizer farm implement that John pulls through all of the corn fields 
that add a special fertilizer in the soil that helps make the corn grow.  Then Farmer 
Jim can explain how the Blue Jet works as we see the Blue Jet video of the fertilizer 
being sprayed into the ground.  We will show the same screen shots of the computer 
screen taken while seeding to show that the blue jetting is being monitored and 
controlled by the computer just like the seeding was. 

 
 
Then Farmer Jim can speak to the kids and explain anything else that the farmer 
does to the corn throughout the summer months, such as monitor the dirt for slugs, 
worms, weeds.  We can  use  some of the footage that you guys have shot of cool 
things to show the kids. 
 
And then, Farmer Jim will ask Alex “Do you know how many ears of corn are on a 
corn stalk?”  And Alex will make a guess “7” and then Buck says “8”.  And then 
Farmer Jim looks at Farmer Seth and smiles, and then the both of you raise your one 



finger together and say 1.  And then Farmer Jim says, sometimes 2, but not very 
often. 

 
 
This is a good spot for a Parent Challenge. 
 
 
Then Farmer Jim explains to Alex when the corn cob forms or where you can begin 
to see the corn cob forming. 
 
(Farmer Jim and Farmer Seth:  Anything else you might want to throw in, now is the 
chance.) 
 
After we do the learning about what a Corn Farmer does throughout the summer, 
Farmer Jim asks Alex if she has any questions.  She says no at first, but then, all of a 
sudden, she says “oh yea, do you have any scarecrows on your farm?’ And Farmer 
Jim stands up a little straighter with a flat affect on his face, and then he turns to 
look at Seth.  Seth looks at Farmer Jim and then starts to scratch his head.  Then 
Farmer Seth looks at Alex and says “ well, yes, we do have scarecrows on our farm, 
but , and Seth pauses to think about what he wants to say, and then says “the 
scarecrows out here really aren’t the kind of scarecrows you might be thinking of. 
Our scarecrows are a little different.” 
 
 
Alex has a smile on her face.  “What do you mean different?”  And before Farmer 
Seth can answer, Farmer Jim says “do you want to see for yourself?  Because if you 
do, we are going to have to go now before dark.”  So Farmer Jim says “lets all get  in 
Tank and we’ll take you out to see for yourself.”  This will kind of build the 
excitement a bit. 



 
 
As we are driving to the scarecrows, Farmer Jim says “now when we all get out, we 
need to be really, really quiet, ok? “  And we all say OK, and right then Farmer Jim 
says “Grump, turn off Tank and kind of coast up here and park behind the woods.”  
Grump turns off Tank and we come to a stop.  We open Tanks door and we all get 
out, and we sneak up behind some trees.  As we crouch down, we see the scare crow 
up on his post, and then all of a sudden, Farmer Jim says in a loud whisper “THERE!”  
and he raises up his hand an points.  

 

 
 Then the camera from behind all of us crouching down, focuses in on the scarecrow 
moving on his post, then climbing down, and then when the scarecrow thinks no one 
is looking, begins to…….dance.  That’s when Farmer Seth says “our scarecrow scares 
the crows by dancing”.   Alex has a face of excitement and disbelief.  Then Alex says 
“your scarecrows come to life?”  Farmer Seth answers “only when people aren’t 



around, they do.  And it’s super hard to see ‘em too!  You have to sneak up on them 
and not let them find out that your hear, or they say”  then SNAP!  Buck steps on a 
branch and snaps it.  The all of a sudden, the scare crow stops instantly, spins 
around to take a look in our direction, then bolts over to his post and climbs up into 
scarecrow position, and turns into a dead scarecrow.  

  
 
Buck says “oh man, I didn’t mean to do that! “  Sorry everyone.  So then we all stand 
up and we begin to walk towards the scarecrow.  As we approach the scarecrow, we 
will film us walking towards the scarecrow from over the shoulder of the scarecrow, 
showing us walking up to the feet of the scarecrow.  Alex asks Farmer Seth, can I 
touch him?”  And Farmer Seth says yes.  And Alex goes over and reaches up and 
starts to poke the scarecrow only to find the scare crow is only made of hay!  We will 
film Alex’s finger poking the scarecrow and the scarecrow leg will crunch like the 
sound of dry hay. 

 



 
 
As Alex walks back to us, all of a sudden, we hear singing, off in the distance.   

 
 



“What’s that?” Alex askes Farmer Seth.  “I think that is old man O’Mary’s Opera 
Scarecrow.  He scares the crows away by singing.  Do you want to go and see him?  
And we pile into Tank and we drive around the Farm to another part and we get out 
and we see the scarecrow.  The next scene is a scarecrow in a tux with hay out his 
feet and hands and neck, singing like a Opera singer.  Then the singing scarecrow 
hears us and surry’s up the post and acts dead right when we get there.   

 
 
Farmer Seth then says “do you want to see the dualing scarecrows?”  and we say yes, 
and so we pile back into Tank and we drive over to another part of the farm where 
we have a scare crow on either side of the road, but these two scarecrows are down 
from their posts and one is wearing a UofL jersey and the other is wearing a UK 
jersey, and they are playing  one on one basketball with an old straw basket tied to a 
pole.   Then they hear a car coming, drop the basketball and run to climb their posts.  
When we pull up, they are both dead scarecrows, and so we stop , look, and then 
drive on.   



 
 
As we pull away the scarecrows come alive, and the UK scarecrow says to the UofL 
scarecrow says “man-o-man that was close.”  And the UofL scarecrow says “unlike 
that N.I.T. game this March!  “Awww man”  the UK  scarecrow  says “don’t make me 
climb down and show you up again”  and the U of L scarecrow says “I’d like to see 
you try” and they hustle down to go play some more hoops. 
 
Then as we are driving along, Farmer Seth says “I think we are getting close to the 
Jesus scarecrow”.  The camera will show the Jesus scarecrow saying “bless you my 
scarecrow, but stay away from my corn”.  And as we pull up to the Jesus scarecrow, 
Jesus scarecrow goes dead.  As we drive by him and pull past, Farmer Seth wonders 
aloud while looking out the window “He doesn’t look so intimidating.  I can’t figure 
out how he scares the crows”.  And as we drive out of the distance of the camera, we 
hear a loud double clap of lightning. 



 

 
 
Then we head back to the office of the farm.  Alex can’t believe what she has just 
saw.  Farmer Jim asks her “are you happy you got to see some scarecrows”?  And 
Alex looks at Farmer Jim and shakes her head in a displeasing NO! 
 
 



We then pull into the farm office, Farmer Jim and Farmer Seth jump out, say 
goodbye, and let us know they can’t wait until we return, it will be harvest time!  
 

Farmer Seth and Farmer Jim will wave good bye as we leave the office parking lot, 
then we will see Tank drive through the creek just like he did when we arrived.  
Then we pull into Bucks house and end the show when Alex meets her mom and 
Buck signs off the show. 
  
 


